
Federal/State Demographic Data - FAQ's 

Why is it not recommended to set a default value for PE waiver 
or Military Family Student when adding a new student? 

Different grade levels receive different values. For example: Military Family Student – PK 
students need to be Z, K-12 is either Y or N. PE Waiver – PK and 9-12 students needs to be Z, K-8 
is either Y or N. 

http://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/5423/urlt/opsrpe.pdf 

What two grade levels for DOE key on for Immunization Status? 

Kindergarten 
7th Grade 

What are the three state-reported Homeless related fields? 

Homeless Student PK-12 
Homeless Unaccompanied Youth 
Homelessness Cause 

Should defaults (on extract or add a student) be set for the two 
CAPE district fields? 

No because not everyone is part of an academy. If blank, the extract outputs 00. 
CAPE (Career and Professional Education) 
Appendix Y 

Why are the five bullying-related fields reported on Fed-State 
and not discipline? 

If there is a referral for bullying or harassment, the student that was being bullied needs to be 
identified in order to be able to stay away from the one doing the bullying. The Fed-state tab 
allows for identification of the student being bullied under the appropriate category. 
It is only reported once per student - so if the student is bullied more than once it is still only 
reported in the one field whereas a student could have multiple referrals. These fields should 
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be cleared at the beginning of the new school year since it is for the current year only. 
Bullied or Harassed – Disability, Race, Sex, Religion, Sexual Orientation 

Why is school-related arrests reported on Fed-State and not 
discipline? 

They are reported on the Fed State Indicator state reporting format. 
School-Related Arrests is a code indicating whether or not the student was arrested for an 
activity conducted on school grounds, during off-campus school activities (including while taking 
school transportation), or due to a referral by any school official during this school year. 
It is only flagged once a year on the student regardless of the number of arrests and should be 
cleared at the beginning of each school year. 

Who can be flagged as immigrant? What two student fields 
should be looked at if this field is going to be programmatically 
set and unset for students? 

The term immigrant children and youth means individuals who: (A) are ages 3 through 21;and 
(B) were not born in any State, the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico; and (C) have not been 
attending one or more schools in any one or more States for more than 3 full academic years, 
including born on military bases out of country. 
DEUSS date and Country of Birth 

Can a student be 504 and ESE? How does Focus handle this for 
state reporting? 

No, a student cannot be reported for both 504 and ESE. If an ESE student has a 504, the 504 will 
be sent as a Z. It is possible for an ESE student to have a 504, for example, if an ESE student 
breaks an arm they would need a 504 put into place for writing accommodations (this 
accommodation would not be part of their IEP). 

When should the Fed State fund source be set to D, I or E? Does 
Focus use one field for all three or separate fields? If the fields 
are separate how are they defined? 

Focus uses three separate fields. 
D: The program is supported, at least in part by Title I, Part D. This should be reported on the 
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Dropout Prevention Data format. custom_20009054 log_field12 
E: The supplemental services provided to to the student are supported by Title III, Part A, 
Language Instruction for LEP and Immigrant. This should be reported on the ELL Information 
format. custom_827 
I: This program is supported by IDEA, Part B and used for early intervention. This should be 
reported on the Federal/State Indicator Status Format. custom_100000107 

What is a medical complexity exemption? Does Focus look at 
this field in its pre-id process? 

What field in the address catalog could help populate the 
federally connected student field? 

Federal Property - yes/no question within Address Catalog 

The student field Test Accommodations is not related to pre-id 
files, but rather accommodations for which test/students? 

Test accommodations is sent for survey 2 and is for Access ELL testing and not the pre-id. 

Which students need to be flagged with a zoned school and 
district? 

The student is sent to an ESE Center and/or an Alternative Ed site. 
This used to be only set for demographic format and edits 17, 5c, and 60, which deals with ESE 
Center and Alternative Education; this year DOE has added prior schools 2e, 2f, 2g, which 
related to the educational choice of A - open enrollment choice; we are making decisions in the 
next few days if we will continue to only use the one field for both purposes. 
DOE has added Prior School edits (2E 2F 2G) for Zoned school and Zoned district fields while 
continuing with the Student Demographic edits (16, 17, 26, 5C and 60) and reporting for Zoned 
school and Zoned district. To cover both situations within Focus we have implemented the 
following: 
Student fields will remain the same. custom_821 - Zoned District and custom_822 - Zoned 
School will remain in place and will be used for the student Demographic extract and edits 
related to Accountability ESE Center is Y or Primary Service Type is B (Alternative Education) on 
MSID and ESE students with Exceptionality code = M. 
Student_Enrollment fields: The existing Zoned school field custom_15 along with new field 
Zoned district custom_19 (from 9/22 state reporting revision update, profile permissions will 
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need to be adjusted to view the field) will be used to address Prior School edits 2E 2F 2G. The 
Focus Prior School extract will look at student_enrollment.custom_15 and 
student_enrollment.custom_19 if the Educational Choice field for the student is A. For districts 
that currently use the Zoned School on the enrollment record for other purposes you will be 
able to continue to do so. If A is not the educational choice, Focus will extract 00 for the zoned 
district and 0000 for the zoned school regardless of the data populated in the fields. 

Why are there two DOP logging fields? 

There are two of DOP logging fields for state reporting because you only report the reason/
DOP, but in FASTER you can send multiple records. 
DOP Programs (custom_20009054) is the state reportable logging field for reporting students in 
a DOP program. 

Which students would have the neglected/delinquent fields 
populated? Why are there three fields? 

Neglected - Florida law recognizes four types of child maltreatment: physical abuse, emotional 
abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect. 
Delinquent- DJJ Students 
Institution Number, Neglected/Delinquent (First); Institution Number, Neglected/Delinquent 
(Second) and Institution Number, Neglected/Delinquent (Third) 
The student could have been in 3 different institutions for at least 1 day during the 30-day 
count period. 

What should be reported for the DEUSS for PK students? 

This element is also required for Immigrant Students reported with a code of Y on the Federal/
State Indicator Status format in Survey Periods 2, 3 or 5, unless Immigrant Student’s Grade 
Level = PK, then date should be reported as 00000000. 
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